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LAGCOE Education Fund to receive profits from LAGCOE Sporting Clays Shoot 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
October 26, 2015 
 
LAFAYETTE, LA – Young Professionals of LAGCOE hosted the third annual LAGCOE Sporting 

Clays Shoot in August 2015. Oil and gas industry employees participated in the shoot which 

raised $20,140.56 for the LAGCOE Education Fund.  

 All proceeds from the tournament benefited the LAGCOE Education Fund, a fund at 

Community Foundation of Acadiana. The purpose of the fund is to provide education for and 

about the industry to both industry personnel and the general public. The LAGCOE Education 

Fund has provided college scholarships to students at both LSU and ULL, created an endowed 

professorship at SLCC, supported programs at the ULL College of Engineering, and supported 

LAGOCE programming for workforce development programs and career fairs as well as the 

Future Energy Professionals Program.  

 “LAGCOE Sporting Clays continues to be a great success for all involved. Teams 

enjoyed shooting, cooking teams competed for the tastiest dishes and the silent auction sold 

many popular items,” Tom Hebert Sporting Clay Shoot Chairman said. “It’s so nice that we 

could all come together again to raise money for STEM education.”  

 Young Professionals of LAGCOE will present the LAGCOE Education Fund with the 

proceeds as part of the opening ceremonies for LAGCOE 2015 on Tuesday, October 27, 2015 

at 8:45 a.m. in the LAGCOE Red Zone, located on the grounds of the Cajundome, facing West 

Congress Street.  

### 

LAGCOE will be held October 27-29, 2015 at The Cajundome & Convention Center in 

Lafayette, LA. Celebrating 60 years of continuous operation since 1955, LAGCOE is a first-rate 

exposition where world class oil and gas industry companies display the latest equipment and 

services and technical sessions address pertinent issues from across the globe. In 2013, 

LAGCOE welcomed 416 exhibitors and 17,000 attendees from 47 states and 43 countries.  
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